e-hallpass for Seamless Classroom Management
e-hallpass is a total pass solution,
providing interactive online digital hall
pass technology to teachers,
administrators and students

“Excellent tool for keeping track of students.”
— Florida middle school teacher
“Streamlines the pass process.”
— Pennsylvania teacher

It handles all pass situations,

including bathroom and locker visits, any
teacher’s classroom, any office, and library
or hub spaces
Can also be used for student call-downs
or scheduled future passes for planned
classroom absences for guidance appts,
office visits, etc.

Decreases classroom interruptions
Pass completion is simple and creates no
extra work for the teacher
Classroom interruptions are minimized, as
the student takes responsibility for filling
out the pass
Common passes (i.e. bathroom passes)
can be set to auto-approve so that
teachers can remain hands-free

Facilitates communication between
teachers, students, and parents
The data gathered from e-hallpass on
each student’s activity can prompt
proactive conversations with students
and parents in order to curb or avoid
problematic behavior

Streamlined implementation
options available
Simpler, faster, and more affordable
setup for smaller schools

“e-hallpass is a great tool for managing restroom visits in my classroom.”
— Florida high school teacher
“I like the fact that passes for future events can be written ahead of schedule and
notifications go straight to the student’s device.”
— Florida middle school media specialist

“Great at allowing students in/out of class and tracking their time being out. Overall
a great product.”
— Minnesota junior high media specialist
“It is nice to see how many times a student has had a pass before allowing him/her to
leave class.”
— Pennsylvania middle school teacher
“This tool tracks the amount of time the student spends going to the bathroom, the
office, other classes, etc. This will help with issues that arise with students skipping
class and causing problems.”
— Florida high school teacher

“Great tool for positive behavioral supports. Having an electronic system of checking
in and out is amazing.”
— Florida elementary school teacher
“This product is reliable, efficient and valuable. Learning does not take place without
safety and presence in class. It would curtail misbehavior.”
— Florida teacher

“Streamlined Implementation provides more choices for new customers. Schools
that are comfortable managing much of their technical set-up independently now
have the option of Streamlined Implementation. No new hardware required if
building is 1:1 or BYOD.”
— Pennsylvania teacher

Get started today! Visit e-hallpass.com to watch an introductory video, or
contact us to schedule your own live online demo. Toll free: 855-EDUSPIRE

